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Hello Master Gardeners,
I learned my lesson from writing last month’s column
when I assumed winter was over. A big thank you to
all of you who took the time to contact me to inform
me that it was snowing even as you read my words !
This month I won’t say a word about the weather other
than to note that the ground is not snow covered at my
house, at least for now.
I’ve also heard from many of you who have heard
recent news reports about budget cuts facing WSU
which most certainly will affect us at extension.
Unfortunately, I don’t have any inside scoop to share
with you now. Yes, like most other institutions, WSU
is facing financial problems and yes, those financial
problems will affect some programs. For now, that’s all
we know and, until I hear anything different, I suggest
we carry on with our mission of providing research
based horticultural information to the home gardener.
This situation does hammer home the fact that we
need to be diligent about documenting what we do.
Please, even if you are a lifetime Master Gardener and
no longer turn in hours, take a few minutes to send me
a project proposal for what you are doing and please,
take the time to send me the results of what you have
done. All these reports go to WSU and lend legitimacy
to our efforts. A sample form for project proposals is
on the private MG website, but if you are unsure about
how to write it up , contact me and I will help.

There’s another volunteer opportunity for the right
Master Gardener(s). Our own Faye Agner has reluctantly
decided that she will retire from writing her monthly
column for the Weeders’ Digest after April. If you would
like to take over for Faye and provide us with month-bymonth information about gardening tasks, please contact
me. You will not be taking this job on without help; Faye
has offered us her files. This is a job which can be shared
by more than one of you if you like.
Keep in touch and happy gardening everyone! Think
Spring!
~ Jill Cotton

Speaking of projects, Cheryll Kinsley has
volunteered to coordinate the Greener Garden Parties
this year. She didn’t get a great response last month
when she asked you to contact her and let her know
that you are willing to participate. Thank you to Cheryll
for agreeing to do this job!

Cooperating agencies: Washington State University and U.S. Department of Agriculture. Extension programs and employment are available to all without discrimination.
Evidence of noncompliance may be reported through your local Extension Office.

FOUNDATION NOTES
HOVANDER GARDEN
Wednesday, April 8, will be opening day for volunteers at our
Hovander Park garden projects. We look forward to another
successful year and are particularly pleased to have the
Childrens’ Garden added to Hovander projects.
As growing your own vegetables is hot now, we are altering
our veggie garden somewhat--the emphasis will be more on
growing the vegetable staples. Not many of you were around
then--but in World War II they were called “victory gardens”!
So, veterans and “newbies”, we welcome your participation in
our efforts to share our knowledge and expertise in gardening
with the public. Work days are from 9:00 a.m. till 12 noon. We
are famous for our 10:30 break where we share ideas and
goodies!
~David Simonson
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`TIS THE SEASON
YOUR MONTHLY GARDENING GUIDE BY FAYE AGNER
We must be in zone 8. A little
Spring in February, A little Spring
in March, along with snow and
cold and then along comes pretty
little April. Still, I have hopes for
a glorious Spring. According to
the calendar, it’s spring-time and
hopefully, we will encounter some
spring-like weather on certain
days, maybe followed by some
less spring-like weather. But we
can enjoy a continuous display
of flowers, such as bulbs, border
perennials, flowering shrubs and
trees from now on.
April is garden preparation time.
The garden spot can be spaded
or tilled as soon as the soil has
warmed up a bit, and the soil is
dry enough to be handled. If you
spade or work your garden beds
when the soil is still too wet, you
are just asking for more work later
on in the season. You can end up
with hard clods that are difficult to
handle in a seed or planting bed.
Now is a good time for adding
the available compost or other
decayed organic matter to the soil.
Organic matter in the soil is so
essential for improving the physical
quality of the soil. Its success in
growing a good producing flower
or vegetable depends on it. An
easy way of adding vegetable
matter to the soil is to dig a trench
about six inches deep and put in
your cooking scraps, no meat, and
cover it over. When it is filled up,
start all over again with another
trench.
A commercial fertilizer with a
ratio of 5-10-10 at the rate of 4
pounds per hundred square feet
is the recommended amount for
gardens in the absence of a soil
test. Fertilize your rhubarb plants
once again.
Can a vegetable garden be
grown here in the Puget Sound
region without the use
of
chemical fertilizer or pesticides?
The answer to this question is a
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener

definite yes! Success may require
a bit more effort and vigilance on
the part of the gardener. Manures
and composts are low in fertilizer
values, but the incorporation of
organic matter into the soil is very
important. Although fertilizers are
most quickly available to plants in
chemical form, it is quite possible
to supply a garden’s entire mineral
needs in the form of organic
fertilizers. For example, gardeners
have been using manure since
the beginning of agriculture, and
they are still an effective source of
organic matter and nutrients.
Spring-blooming bulbs such
as tulips, daffodils, crocuses, etc.
need adequate nutrition to form
large bulbs capable of blooming
next spring. Even if you applied
fertilizer when the foliage first
appeared in the spring, give them
another shot of
organic bulb
food now. Remove the seed pods
at the top of the flower stems as
soon as the blooms fade, but allow
the foliage and flower stem to die
back naturally. The one exception
is tulips. Three weeks after you
remove the spent flower, cut the
foliage right to the ground. By
then the bulb should have stored
adequate energy, and removing
the foliage at this time will help
reduce the possibility of serious
fungus disease invading the bulb.
Most spring bulbs resent summer
water once they’ve gone dormant,
so if they are planted where you
tend to water during the summer,
once they’ve gone dormant, dig
them up and store them in an
unheated garage until it’s time to
replant in the fall.
Since we are planning, and in
the process of planting our garden,
if a plan is not already made,
maybe you can sneak a little room
for some planting partners. Some
of them are: Aphids are less likely
to attack a rose garden with chives
mixed in.

Tomato hornworms seem to
steer clear of tomatoes with basil
growing nearby. Cucumber beetles
seem to dislike nasturtiums.
Adding thyme to your garden can
deter cabbageworms. Geraniums
and parsley seem to discourage
many beetles that bother roses. If
flea beetles enjoy your eggplant, try
inter-planting catmint or hyssop.
Sometimes
plants
work
together for mutual benefit. How?
It seems that certain plants have
strong smells or tastes that aren’t
attractive to pests.
Scientific
research hasn’t shown this
practice to be foolproof, but what’s
the harm? At best you could have
a good- looking, pest-free garden.
At worst, you could have some
pretty companions.
If you have a small area in
which to plant, or just want to put a
pot on a patio or a deck, herbs are
always a good bet. Some more so
than others. Many of them lend
themselves to container gardening.
In particular, rosemary and thyme.
The one that is very well suited is
basil. As basil needs warm nights,
it is a good idea not to set it out until
June. Choose your basil according
to your taste. There are many
types of basil. There is even one
especially for Thai food that has
a great licorice flavor. Rosemary
and thyme will likely over-winter
out-of-doors, however, not so
with basil. If you should want to
save your basil plants, you should
over-winter your plants by bringing
them indoors and keeping them in
a sunny window.
_______________________
Our office would like to extend a
heartfelt THANK YOU to Faye for her
years of writing “Tis The Season” for
us. She is stepping down from the
monthly column but we may hear
from her on occasions on special
Gardener’s Corner articles. Once
again, thank you, Faye, for your
contribution to the newsletter.
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WHATCOM WEEDS:
MYRTLE SPURGE – EUPHORBIA MYRSINITES
BY LAUREL BALDWIN & MONETTE BOSWELL
cause swelling, redness and
blistering of the skin, and, irritation
to the eyes. Myrtle spurge is
usually spread by seed, although
root fragments can also produce
new plants. It is a Class B Noxious
Weed in Washington State.

THREAT: Myrtle spurge, also
known as donkey tail or creeping
spurge, is a native to Eurasia. It
was introduced to North America
as an ornamental and is often
used in rock gardens. This plant
has escaped cultivation in some
areas, invading disturbed, welldrained areas. Myrtle spurge is
poisonous if digested, causing
nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
Additionally, the milky sap can

DESCRIPTION:
Myrtle
spurge is a biennial or perennial.
The plant grows from a taproot,
with new stems emerging in early
spring and dying back in the winter.
Myrtle spurge has trailing stems,
growing close to the ground.
Stems and leaves are fleshy and
grayish-green in color, and the
leaves are attached to the stems
in close spirals. Inconspicuous
flowers, with showy
yellowish bracts, are
borne in clusters at
the ends of the stems.
Flowering occurs in
March and April. Like
other euphorbias, the
plant contains a milky
sap. Plants can grow
up to 8-12 inches high
and 12-18 inches in
width.

MANAGEMENT

OPTIONS:

Myrtle spurge can be controlled
through chemical and mechanical
means. Small infestations can be
hand pulled or dug. As much root
as possible should be removed
and the area should be monitored
in future years to prevent
reinfestation. Care should be taken
to prevent the sap from contacting
skin or eyes. Contact the weed
control board for site-specific
chemical recommendations.

Laurel Baldwin & Monette Boswell can be reached through the Whatcom County Noxious Weed Control Board. 901 W. Smith Rd,
Bellingham, WA 98226. Phone: 360.715-7470 http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/publicworks/weeds

NEW CLIMATE ZONE MAP TO BE RELEASED
As winter retreats northward across the nation, gardeners are cleaning tools and turning attention to spring
planting. But climate change is adding a new wrinkle, and now a standard reference – the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s Plant Hardiness Zone Map – is about to make very clear how much rising temperatures have
shifted planting zones northward.
The guide, last updated in 1990, shows where various species can be expected to thrive. A revision is
expected sometime this year and, while the agency hasn’t released details, horticulturalists and experts who
have helped with the revision expect the new map to extend plants’ northern ranges and paint a sharp picture
of the continent’s gradual warming over the past few decades. The new version will have a wide audience:
the National Gardening Association estimates 82 million U.S. households do some form of gardening, a
number expected to increase as more Americans plant vegetable gardens to cut food costs.
For more infromation regarding this update go to http://wwwp.dailyclimate.org/tdc-newsroom/usda/climatechange-comes-to-your-backyard
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GARDEN FRIENDS & FOES:
APHID BIOCONTROL IN THE GREENHOUSE
BY COLLEEN BURROWS

This year, I have had more
questions about controlling aphid in
the greenhouse than any other year.
Perhaps this is because, in these
strange economic times, individuals
are thinking about producing more
food at home, or perhaps the “eat local”
movement is catching on to a point
where food grown at home is the best
option. Whatever the reason, aphids
can be a bother in the greenhouse
environment.
There are several pests that can
be found in the wonderful climates of
a greenhouse, but one of the most
common is that of aphids. There
are several species of aphids, but
two are most commonly found in the
greenhouse: the green peach
aphid (Myzus persicae) and the
melon or cotton aphid (Aphis
gossypii). Aphids feed on plant
tissue using piercing mouthparts
to suck plant juices. This can
cause stunting and deformation
in the growth of a plant and can
remove nutrients from the plant
tissue. The aphids process the
plant juices and excrete a sticky
honeydew which can cause
an unsightly grey sooty mold
wherever the honeydew lands.
Aphids can also be problematic since
they can transmit viruses from one
plant to another.
Introduced biological control is a
great way to manage many pests,
including aphids, in a greenhouse. The
introduced beneficial insects cannot
easily escape and travel to a better
place like they can from a backyard
garden to a neighbor’s yard.
In order to determine timing and
numbers of beneficial insects to
introduce, the first step of a good
greenhouse program is monitoring. This
can be done by counting the number of
aphids on plants, by rating the aphid
levels on a scale of 1-5, or by using
yellow sticky traps placed uniformly
through the greenhouse. For best
monitoring results, choose a method
at the beginning of the season and
stick to it. This way you can compare
population data throughout the season.
It is best to start introducing beneficial
insects when pest populations are
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener

low, that way pest and beneficial
populations can, in theory, increase
together.
Commercially available
biocontrol agents against aphids
include predators and parasitoids.
Predators of aphids include lady
beetles, green lacewings, and the
aphid midge. Lady beetle adults and
larvae will attack aphids and only the
larvae of green lacewings will attack
aphids; both of these predators are
somewhat generalists and will eat
other insects in the garden as well. The
aphid midge, Aphidoletes aphidomyza,
only attacks aphids. The adults do not
attack aphids but lay eggs in aphid
colonies. When the eggs hatch, the
orange, legless maggots crawl through
the aphid colony and suck the aphids
dry.

Parasitic wasps, e.g. Aphidius
colemani, will parasitize aphids. The
adults are thin, shiny black wasps
slightly longer than an aphid. They will
insert an egg into an aphid. The egg
will hatch, and the larva will feed on the
interior of the aphid until it pupates and
then cuts a circular hole to emerge out
of the top of the aphid as an adult. This
produces the commonly seen aphid
mummies, usually appearing as straw
colored near an existing aphid colony.
Each of these beneficial insects can
be released through the greenhouse in
a one time application or on a regular
basis throughout the season. A good
supplier of the biocontrol agent will be
able to give you an idea of how often
you will need to apply these, and how
much to apply at each time. When
choosing a supplier to purchase from,
make sure that you are comfortable
with interacting with them and that
they can give you the information that
you need. Several suppliers can be
seen in this publication from California

Department of Pesticide Regulation:
http://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/pestmgt/
ipminov/ben_supp/contents.htm
One other way to maintain
populations of beneficial insects in
the greenhouse over the season is to
use banker plants. Banker plants are
potted plants of a species different
from what you are growing. They will
host a population of a pest species
similar to (but not the same as) the
pest that you are trying to control as
well as a population of the beneficial
insect. This will allow the beneficial
insects to always have a food source
to come to if the populations of the
pest in your crop are too low for it to
survive. You will always have a positive
balance in your account of beneficial
insects and pests to keep the system
in check. Banker plants are used
in many systems with many pests,
beneficial insects, and plant types.
They add an interesting twist to
investigating insect interactions in
the greenhouse.

Web Resources & References:
Cornell University BioControl site:
http://www.nysaes.cornell.edu/ent/
biocontrol/
UC Davis IPM Site, How to Manage
Aphids in the Garden: http://www.
ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/
pn7404.html
UC Davis IPM Site, Natural Enemies
Gallery: http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/
PMG/NE/index.html
University of Florida, info on banker
http://mrec.ifas.ufl.edu/lso/
plants:
banker/banker.htm and http://ipm.ifas.
ufl.edu/pdf/banker_plants.pdf
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GARDENERS’ JOURNAL:
VANDUSEN BOTANICAL GARDEN
BY LYN MORGAN-HILL

One of my all time favorite botanical
gardens is VanDusen Botanical
Garden in Vancouver BC. We are
so fortunate to have this fantastic
facility practically at our doorstep. No
matter what time of the year you go,
there is always something new and
interesting to see and learn. This is
not your everyday public garden, but
a living plant museum with all the plant
collections scientifically organized
and labeled. Currently, VanDusen
Botanical Gardens has approximately
7500 plants on display. Several goals
that botanical gardens pursue include
collect plants, provide research
and education, and encourage
conservation, public awareness and
appreciation of the plant kingdom
and, of course, display plants.
To foster these goals, education
plays a key role in VanDusen’s
programs.
The
Winter/Spring
catalogue lists over 50 classes and/
or workshops ranging from Garden
Design, Growing an Herb Garden,
Garden Pests to Creative Garden
Photography, and Basketry. Family
classes include Wildflower Cakes
and Beaks, Feet and Things to Eat.
The Master Gardeners of BC offer
their training program at VanDusen
Botanical Gardens and their Annual
Update is open to the general public.
For more information, visit their
website at www.b.c.mastergardeners.
org.

from the Canadian Pacific
Railway in 1966. Work began
on the garden in 1971 and in
1975, the 55 acre garden was
officially opened to the public.
Besides the gardens, which
could take days to investigate
everything, there is a garden
shop loaded with botanicallythemed gifts and a library with
over 4000 books and periodicals
on botany and horticulture. The
library is open to everyone. There is
also a fine restaurant right next to the
gift shop.
The gardens are well laid out
with three designated walking routes
ranging from 20 minutes (Taste
of VanDusen) up to 2 hours (The
World of Plants) but you are free to
stroll around wherever or as long as
you like. There are also self-guided
walking tours as well as guided
walking tours with trained volunteer
staff. It is hard to decide where to
start on your journey of discovery.
If you like bamboo, head for the
extensive bamboo garden. Holly?
They have a whole garden of that
too. The Laburnum Walk is especially
lovely in the spring but nothing can
compare to the Rhododendron Walk.
Besides rhododendrons of every size
and color imaginable, you will find
lots of spring plants such as primulas,
tulips, daffodils, alliums, snowdrops,

and much more. The Meconopsis
(Himalayan blue poppy) Dell is almost
unbelievable. A popular attraction
is the Maze, not only for kids but for
adults too. Somehow I always seem
to get lost in it.
If you are interested in supporting
the VanDusen Endowment Fund,
you can participate in the Adopt-ATree program. Trees are adopted
for a period of 20 years (minimum
$1500 donation), providing you with
an opportunity to form a personal
relationship with a special tree in
the garden. A gold-colored plaque
inscribed with your name is placed on
the tree.
Another fun activity is the Volunteer
Seed Collector’s program. This group
has been collecting, cleaning, and
packaging seeds for over 24 years.
The group collects more than 500
species of seeds from the plants
at the gardens. All the seeds are
available for sale at their website
www.vandusen.plantexplorers.com.
One day per year, Seedy Saturday,
the Seed Collectors are in attendance
with a large selection of seeds
available outside their web store.
VanDusen Botanical Gardens is
located at 5251 Oak St., Vancouver.
They are open seven days a week
except Christmas Day.

Looking at the gardens today, you
would never know that it had once
been a golf course. Thanks to the
generosity of W.J. VanDusen, the
Government of British Columbia, and
the City of Vancouver, the VanDusen
Foundation was able to buy the land
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GARDEN TOOLS AND SAFETY
BY KEN TARR

The old saying that “A craftsman is only as good as his tools” applies
as much to gardening as to any other activity. Having the right tools for
the job, keeping them in good condition and using them correctly can
mean the difference between a quick, easily accomplished task and an
arduous one, inefficiently done. Top-quality stainless steel tools, well
cared for, can last for years, if not a lifetime. In the long run, buying the
best tools you can afford is more satisfying and economical than buying
a series of cheap but short lived ones.
Before purchasing tools, check that the handles are comfortable and
that large tools suit your size and strength. Border spades for example
hold small, lighter loads.
Clean tools after every use and oil metal parts occasionally, also apply
linseed oil to wooden handles, especially where handles slide into the
neck of the tool. This is very important before storing the tools away for the winter: store tools somewhere
clean, dry and secure.
Common sense dictates that sharp tools as well as power tools should be handled with care. Thoughtless
acts, such as filling a gasoline mower with the engine running or plugging too many electrical extension
cords together, can cause accidents.
Keep tools and equipment out of reach of children. Garden chemicals, especially herbicides & pesticides,
need to be stored properly away from children and pets. It would be safe to put all chemicals in a locked
cabinet and instruct your children about the hazards of chemicals. Make sure that all chemicals are labeled
and in the original containers.
Chemical safety extends beyond the garden. Do not flush unwanted chemicals down the drain or pour
them on the ground. The proper way to dispose of unwanted/unused chemicals is to take them to your
community toxic waste disposal site. For locations in Whatcom County visit the Whatcom County Solid
Waste web page at http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/publicworks/solidwaste/hazard/toxics.jsp
Next Time: Garden Tools and Equipment

It’s Time to Think Spring and Plant Sale!!!
Reserve Saturday, May 2, for this year’s Master Gardener Plant Sale. Again, it will be held at Hovander
Homestead Park in Ferndale from 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Perennials, herbs, grasses and our famous tomatoes
will be available for purchase. Seminars will be offered during the day; some of the topics are: “No Till, Low Till”
gardening, native plants, beneficial bugs, plant diseases, back yard wild life habitat, hypertufa and restoring rural
property.
Our featured speaker this year will be Karen Teper, of Wind Poppy Farms, speaking on care of grasses and
sedges. Karen and her husband, Bruce, will also be vendors, as well as Tree Frog Farm, Smits Compost, Red
Barn Lavender, A Touch of Color, Wild Bird Chalet, and food vendors.
As soon as your plants look alive, please divide and pot them. Always water them immediately after potting to
settle the soil and keep the roots damp. You may come to the OLD GREEN HOUSE to get supplies of pots, potting
medium and white plant labels. Pots are under the trees, soil is piled next to the parking area, and white labels
and pencils are inside the green house door for your use. Each pot, no matter the size, needs its own ID label.
You may take home with you whatever supplies necessary to pot up your plant sale contributions. Please put as
much information on the white labels that you know and that will fit. And if possible, keep the plants in your own
yards until the Plant Sale set up day. We’re having a very long season now, so we need several more donations
to help replace a heavy loss from the flood. Also, encourage your friends and neighbors to donate. The proceeds
from our Plant Sale subsidize many worthwhile local gardening projects!

whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener
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GARDENERS’ JOURNAL:
“A NOVICE GARDENER IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST”
BY CAROL ORR

After years of living in the
intermountain west fate brought
me to the PNW. I was amazed by
the stark contrast between the high
desert and western Washington.
It was so green and wet! I could
not wait to dig into the rich black
soil. Gardening here would be
effortless.
The first flower bed was paced
off with many pauses to admire
the forest giants in the surrounding
green belt. It was so lush! There
were no grasshoppers here, nor
any apparent need for Xeriscaping.
I was ready to garden. After a trip
to the library for a little research
it was off to the nursery where
I was nearly overwhelmed by
the choices! Several enjoyable
hours later with my truck full and
my checkbook empty, it was time
to head home and dig in.
An afternoon of pleasantly
sweaty, back breaking labor later it
was done. The soil was amended,
the plants were planted, and the
seeds (so economical!) were
sown. It was time to sit back and
enjoy.
Days passed, but there seemed
to be a problem. My plants were
not thriving. In fact, some of

them seemed to be dissolving like
characters in a bad Sci-Fi film.
What was going on? An early
morning trip to the garden revealed
what was going on. Slugs were
going on. Tiny black ones, little
brown ones, big snot colored ones
and huge spotted ones.
They
were disgusting and they had to
go. But how?
Some research revealed a
number of options for dealing with
slugs. Apparently all I needed
to do was pick one and my slug
problem was over. Which one?
Chemicals? Hand picking? They
had to be joking, there was no
way I was touching those moving
mucous blobs with my hands!
Drown them in beer? How about
I drink the beer while the slugs
drown in some other fluid. (If in
fact they could drown, by now I was
suspecting all the native fauna of
having gills.) Being unenlightened,
I chose chemical means and
cheerfully spread slug bait about.
A check the next day revealed
success. Dead slugs everywhere!
A closer look revealed not just
dead slugs, but partially dissolved
living slugs in pools of slug slime
surrounded by clouds of buzzing
flies. It was disgusting! This was
not what I wanted to sit next to in
my garden. Another method must
be found. Maybe the drowning
method was worth a try.

The next day, dressed in
cammo, trowel in one hand, bucket
of soapy water in the other, I set
off on the hunt and spotted the
first one within seconds. Scoop,
drop, splash! This was simple
and painless. They weren’t even
visible through the soap suds. Ha!
That’s for the marigolds! That’s
for the seedlings who never had a
chance at life! Scoop, drop ,splash.
That’s for the iris! Movement from
the bucket – a slug crawling out!
No no no. A flick of the trowel and
he was back in the suds. That’s for
the dahlias!! Another movement;
he was crawling out again! This
was too much. Would I have to
hold his slimy head under? Did
he really have gills? Could they
only drown in beer? This was not
working. Another method had to
be found.
A timely newspaper article had
included a list of slug proof plants.
Now this sounded workable.
Even if I couldn’t have all the
plants I dreamed of, I could have
a (relatively) slug free garden.
Another article revealed the
Master Gardeners were accepting
applications for the next class.
Hmmm,
that might be worth
looking into… I bet they already
knew all about slugs, and about
gardening with deer. In fact, I bet
they had all the answers. I was
going to find out.

